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Psalm 9:17-- "The wicked shall return to Sheol, all the nations that forget God."
Psalm 145:20 -- "The Lord preserves all who love him, but all the wicked he will destroy."
Daniel 2:35-- "Then the iron, the clay, the bronze, the silver, and the gold, all together
were broken in pieces, and became like the chaff of the summer threshing floors; and the
wind carried them away, so that not a trace of them could be found. But the stone that
struck the image became a great mountain and filled the whole earth."
Matthew 25: 31-46 -- "....Before him will be gathered all the nations, and he will separate
people one from another as a shepherd separates the sheep from the goats. And he will
place the sheep on his right, but the goats on the left...."
All these words quoted above have been preserved for thousands of years for a reason.
That reason is you. They have been preserved for all of you, for Jew and for Gentile alike.
For all Mankind.
What is the "image" that is shattered? The Fake World that men have created and
imposed over the Earth.
What are the metals and clay that are scattered? Those things that men thought were
precious and made into idols.
We are the ones who determine our fates. By what we remember and what we forget, by
what we do and say, by what we think and believe, by the way we live our lives, by what
we value and what we love.
Do we love peace? We shall have it. Do we love sharing? Our opportunities will abound.
Do we have compassion for each other and for the Earth and for the animals? Our care
will be rewarded.
This thing calling itself "the" United States has forgotten God. They fulfill prophecy about
themselves, without even realizing what they have done. But America has remembered
God and loved the Truth.
There are the sheep and there are the goats; by our own choices and natures, we are
rendered one or the other.

As in the days of Noah, lies and illusions, perversions and lawlessness, are sought and
celebrated. Those who promote "relativism" are given high regard, so that nothing is
sacred and law is perverted.
All the brainless, soul-numbing talk, talk, talk of the broadcast media harangues us every
day and night, until we can no longer hear the Quiet Voice of God.
We can't even hear ourselves think above the blaring constant media messaging telling
us which car to buy, what food to eat, which politician to vote for, and how to think and
behave like good little Consumer Slave Workers, standing at the counter in The Company
Store.
There's a reason that Russell Means said, "Welcome to the Reservation."
There's a reason that The Eagles wrote "Hotel California".
You are looking at that reason right now. Heaven or Hell. Your choice.
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